Abstract. An essential feature in practically usable programming languages is the ability to encapsulate functionality in reusable modules. Modules make large scale projects tractable by humans. For Web and Semantic Web programming, many rule-based languages, e.g. XSLT, CSS, Xcerpt, SWRL, SPARQL, and RIF Core, have evolved or are currently evolving. Rules are easy to comprehend and specify, even for non-technical users, e.g. business managers, hence easing the contributions to the Web. Unfortunately, those contributions are arguably doomed to exist in isolation as most rule languages are conceived without modularity, hence without an easy mechanism for integration and reuse. In this paper a generic module system applicable to many rule languages is presented. We demonstrate and apply our generic module system to a Datalog-like rule language, close in spirit to RIF Core. The language is gently introduced along the EU-Rent use case. Using the Reuseware Composition Framework, the module system for a concrete language can be achieved almost for free, if it adheres to the formal notions introduced in this paper.
Introduction
⇒ To Do Rules as Interface: We use currently rules rather than predicates as interface of a module. I.e., some rules that define a predicate may be public, but others may be private. Historically, this is the result from our starting with Xcerpt where we have, arguably, a single predicate. However, this can actually be seen as an advantage. Definitely, further deliberation is needed here. ⇐ ⇒ To Do Scoped Import: We do not particularly highlight scoped import in the introduction though this is a major feature of the module system. ⇐ ⇒ To Do Static vs. dynamic Binding: There seems to be an analogy between static vs. dynamic modules with static vs. dynamic binding in programming languages. This is not explored here. ⇐ ⇒ To Do Sequences vs. Sets: There formalization using sequences turned out to be rather lengthy and, in particular, slide is an awkward definition. We should investigate a formalization based on sets. ⇐ ⇒ To Do Equivalences: For an algebraic framework, one would usually expect also equivalences and commutativity rules. ⇐ ⇒ To Do Related Work: The related work is somewhat eclectic (as mentioned there). A more thorough investigation might be good. One reviewer mentioned: D.S. Moffat Compositional Semantics for Logic Programs. POPL 1989: 134-142) ⇐ ⇒ To Do Unfolding/folding: There is some suggestion in a review that the approach is related to unfolding/folding of rules. This does not seem to be the case for me, but we might look into it for further publications. ⇐ Modules are software units that group together parts of different programs and knowledge (or data structures) and that usually serve a specific purpose. For any practically applied programming language modules are an essential feature, as they make large scale projects tractable by humans. Modules not only facilitate the integration of existing applications and software into complex projects, they also offer a flexible solution to application development where part of the application logic is subject to change.
The work presented in this article advocates for the need and advantages of modularizing rule-based languages. The rule-based paradigm offers elegant and flexible means of application programming at a high-level of abstraction. During the last couple of years, a considerable number of initiatives have focused on using rules on the Web (e.g. RuleML, R2ML, XSLT, RIF Core etc.).
However, unless these rule languages are conceived with proper support for encoding knowledge using modular designs, their contributions to the Web are arguably doomed to exist in isolation, hence with no easy mechanism for integration of valuable information. Many of the existing rule languages on the Web do not provide support for such modular designs. The rationale behind this is the focus on the initially more crucial concerns relating to the development of the languages.
The main difference between the module system presented here and previous module system work is, that our approach focuses on genericity. That is, the approach is applicable to many rule languages with only small adaptation to syntactic and semantic properties of the language to be supported with constructs for modularization. The concept is based on rewriting modular programs into semantically equivalent non-modular programs, hence not forcing the evaluation of the hosting language to be adapted to some operational module semantics. This approach not only enables reuseability for current languages, it is arguably also applicable to forthcoming rule languages. The presented module system hence arguably enables reuseability in two aspects-it not only supports users of languages to design programs in a modular fashion, it also en-courages tool and language architects to augment their rule languages by reusing the abstract module system. Last but not least: the module system is easy in several aspects. First, it is very easy for language developers to apply due to the employment of reduction semantics of a given modularized rule language to its un-modular predecessor. Second, the reduction semantics is kept simple. There is just one operator, yet it is sufficient to model a quite rich modular landscape including visibility, scoped module use, parametric modules etc., though we disallow recursive modules, for reasons of simplicity. Third, the implementation of the abstract module system can be achieved using existing language composition tools, for example, Reuseware. 3 A concrete modularized language is achieved by mere instantiation of the abstract implementation, making the implementation of the abstract module system fast and easy.
The main contribution of our work is a conceptual framework for modules in rule languages. We identify requirements defining a class of rule languages that can be extended with the proposed module system. The conceptual framework provides abstract language constructs for a module system, which are to extend the syntax of the hosting rule language. The principles of modularization and the main language constructs are gently introduced using Datalog as an example rule language.
We have evaluated the ideas presented in this paper in a companion work [2] that shows how to add modules to the rule-based Web query language Xcerpt. In particular, it shows that the ideas can be applied even for highly expressive, fairly complex rule languages such as Xcerpt.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the rule language Datalog and demonstrates the usability of modularization of its rules via a use-case. Section 3 describes and motivates the main requirements of any rule language in order for it to be applicable to the underlying module framework. Section 4 describes the underlying module algebra for the framework. Section 5 compares our work to other module approach and Section 6 concludes the paper with some final remarks.
Module Extension by Example
Rules in a particular language are usually specified in a rule set, a finite set of (possibly) related rules. Recall from Section 1 that we focus our work on so-called deductive rules. A deductive rule consists of a head and a body and has the following form:
head :-body where body and head are finite sequences of atomic formulas of the rule language. The formulas of each set are composed using (language specific) logical connectives. The implication operator :-binds the two rule parts together. Rules are read "if the body holds, then the head also holds". Usually, rule parts share variables: the variable substitutions obtained by evaluating the body are used to construct new data in the head.
In the following we extend a concrete rule language with modules. By following our proposed approach, which is formalized in Section 4, one can afford to abstract away from a particular data model or specific capabilities supported by a rule language andmost important -not to change the semantics of the language.
Datalog as an Example Rule Language
In the introductory part we mentioned Datalog as an example rule language based on deductive rules. Datalog is a well-known database query language often used for demonstrating different kinds of research results (e.g. query optimization). Datalog-like languages have been successfully employed, e.g. for Web data extraction in Lixto 4 . The strong similarities between Datalog and RIF Core suggest that the ideas followed for modularizing Datalog could be also applied to RIF Core.
In Datalog, the head is usually considered to be a singleton set and the body a finite set of Datalog atoms connected via conjunction (∧). A Datalog atom is an nary predicate of the form p(a 1 , . . . , a n ), where a i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are constant symbols or variables. As such, a Datalog rule may take the following form: to be understood as defining that Cust is a gold customer if the number Nr of car rentals Cust made in 2006 is greater than 10.
Rules are associated a semantics, which is specific to each rule language and cannot be described in general terms. For the case of Datalog, semantics is given by definition of a least Herbrand model of a rule-set. We don't go into details regarding the semantics, since our work on modularizing Datalog preserves the language's semantics.
Datalog, and more general deductive rules, infer new knowledge (called intensional knowledge) from existing, explicitly given knowledge. As already recognized [11] , there is a need to 'limit' the amount of data used in performing inference on the Weba big and open source of knowledge. Thus, the notion of scoped inference has emerged. The idea is to perform inference within a scope of explicitly given knowledge sources. One elegant solution for implementing scoped inference is to use modules for separating the knowledge. In such a case, the inference is performed within a module. Since inference is essential on the Web and, thus, modules for rule languages such as Datalog, let's see how we could modularize Datalog!
Module Extension for Datalog
This section gives a light introduction to modularizing a rule language such as Datalog that should ease the understanding of the formal operators proposed in Section 3. We consider as framework for our examples the EU-Rent 5 case study, a specification of business requirements for a fictitious car rental company. Initially developed by Model Systems Ltd., EU-Rent is promoted by the business rules community as a scenario for demonstrating capabilities of business rules products.
The concrete scenario we use for showing advantages of introducing modularization in rule languages is similar to the use case for rule interchange 'Managing InterOrganizational Business Policies and Practices', published by the W3C Rule Interchange Format Working Group in the 2nd W3C Working Draft of 'RIF Use Cases and Requirements'. The car rental company EU-Rent operates in different EU countries. Thus, the company needs to comply with existing EU regulations and each of its branches needs also to comply with the regulations of the country it operates in.
The EU-Rent company heavily uses rule-based technologies for conducting its business. This was a straightforward choice of technology from the IT landscape, since rule languages are more than suitable for implementing company's policies. Moreover, EU regulations are also given as (business) rules.
Different sets of rules come into play for most of the company's rental services, such as advance reservations for car rentals or maintenance of cars at an EU-Rent branch. A set of rules implement, as touched on above, the company's policies (e.g. that the lowest price offered for a rental must be honored). These rules are used by each of the EU-Rent branches. Another set of rules implements the policies used at a particular EU-Rent branch, as they are free to adapt their business to the requirements of the market they address (of course, as long as they remain in conformance with the EU-Rent companylevel rules). As is the case for EU regulations, EU-Rent branches might need to comply with existing national regulations-an extra set of rules to be considered.
We have illustrated so far a typical scenario for data integration. The sets of rules our EU-Rent company needs to integrate for its services may be stored locally at each branch or in a distributed manner (e.g. company level rules are stored only at EURent Head Quarter and EU and national rule stores exist on different servers for the corresponding regulations). Rules might change at the company level and regulations might also change both at EU and at national level. So as to avoid the propagation of such changes every time they occur, a distributed and modularized approach to the EU-Rent implementation would be a suitable solution. An architectural overview of the scenario described so far is given above. The overview sketches a possible modularization of rules employed by the EU-Rent company. Modules are represented here as boxes. An example EU-Rent branch, the Paris branch, subdivides its vehicle and customer data as well as its policies into different modules, hence separating concerns for gaining clarity and ease maintenance. The module ParisBranch imports the defined modules and, thus, uses their rules together with those defined in ParisBranch. Such module dependencies (i.e., imports) are indicated by arrows between boxes.
Modules can be imported and their rules can be defined as private or public. Private rules are not visible, i.e. the knowledge inferred by such rules can not be accessed directly in modules importing them. A statement private import M2 in a module M1 makes all rules of M2 private within M1 and thus invisible to the modules importing M1. Rules defined as public can be used directly in modules importing them. By importing a module M as public makes its (public) rules visible in all modules importing M.
In the following we specify an excerpt of the module ParisBranch in Datalog:
ParisBranch import private Vehicles import private Customers import private BranchPolicies import private CorporatePolicies ( regional-law = "FrenchRegulations" ) public vehicle(X) :-voiture(X). public vehicle(X) :-bicyclette(X).
The CorporatePolicies module, imported in the module example above, can be considered as the core of the depicted architecture. It aggregates various (domain specific) modules like EURegulations and InsurancePolicies, which implement relevant European insurance regulations. Branches import the CorporatePolicies module and comply thus to corporate policy. By design, the company branches use the corporate policies module as a common access point also to local regulations. As the previous example shows, the Paris branch (and other EU-Rent branches too) parameterizes the module CorporatePolicies using as parameter the local regulations the branch needs to comply to. More concretely, the parameter regional-law is instantiated with the name of the module implementing the specific regulations, in this case FrenchRegulations. We define the module CorporatePolicies as follows:
CorporatePolicies declare parameter regional-law import public InsurancePolicies import private EURegulations import public parameter regional-law ... // rules defining the Eu-Rent policies
In the following we turn our attention to another module depicted in our architecture, viz. CorporateStatistics. This module imports CorporatePolicies, but also all branch modules (such as ParisBranch, MadridBranch, and BerlinBranch), a task doomed to produce vast naming clashes of symbols defined in the imported modules. To overcome the problem, a qualified import is to be used: Imported modules get local names that are further used to disambiguate the symbols. Thus, one can smoothly use knowledge inferred by different, imported rules with same heads.
The following example shows how Datalog can be extended with a qualified import. To have an overview over the status of EU-Rent vehicles, the notion of an old vehicle is defined differently for the different branches. The modules ParisBranch, MunichBranch, and MadrdidBranch get the local names m1, m2, and m3, respectively. The local names are associated with the module using @. The simple module-based architecture and the given module examples show a couple of advantages of such a module-based approach. We have already touched on the separation of concerns when describing the modules of Paris branch as having each a well-defined purpose. Modules such as EURegulations and FrenchRegulations can be reused by other applications too (not only by new established EU-Rent branches, but also by other companies). It could even be published by government agencies on the Web. A module-based implementation is much more flexible and less error-prone than one without modules; this eases considerably the extensibility of the implementation.
Framework for rule language module systems
In Section 2 we saw an example of how it is possible to modularize rule-sets-in this case for Datalog-and that it is important to ensure separation (or encapsulation) of the different modules. We choose to enforce this separation statically, i.e., at compile time, due to our desire to reuse-rather than extend-existing rule engines that do not have an understanding of modules. An added advantage is a clean and simple semantics based on concepts already familiar to the users of the supported rule language.
We are interested in extending what is done for Datalog in Section 2 to a general framework for rule languages. The notion of modules is arguably important not only for Datalog, but for any rule language lacking such an important concept.
However, our reduction semantics for module operators poses some requirements to the expressiveness of a rule language: To describe these requirements, we first introduce in the following a few notions and assumptions on rule languages that give us formal means to talk about a rule language in general. Second, we establish the single requirement we ask from a rule language to be amenable to our module framework: the provision of rule dependency (or rule chaining).
In the next section, we then use these notions to describe the single operator needed to formally define our approach to modules for rule languages. We show that, if the rule language supports (database) views, that single operator suffices to obtain a powerful, yet simple to understand and realize module semantics. Even in absence of (database) views, we can obtain the same result (from the perspective of the module system's semantics) by adding two additional operators.
Rule languages. For the purpose of this work, we can take a very abstract view of a rule language: A rule language is any language where 1. programs are finite sequences of rules of the language; 2. rules consist of one head and one body, where the body and the head are finite sequences of rule parts; 3. rule parts 6 are, for the purpose of this work, arbitrary. They are not further structured though they may in fact be negative literals or complex structures. Body rule parts can be understood as a kind of condition and head rule parts as a kind of result, action, or other consequence of the rule. We use indices to identify a rule within a program as well as head or body parts within a rule. Note, that we do not pose any limitations to the shape of the body parts or the connectors used (conjunction, disjunction, etc.).
Rule dependency. Surprisingly, we care very little about the actual shape of rule parts, let alone their semantics. The only critical requirement needed by our framework is that the rule language has a concept of rule chaining or rule dependency. That is, one rule may depend on another for proper processing.
Definition 1 (Rule dependency). With a program P, a (necessarily finite) relation ∆ ⊂ N 2 × N 2 can be associated such that (r 1 , b, r 2 , h) ∈ ∆ iff the condition expressed by the b-th body part of rule r 1 is dependent on results of the h-th head part of the r 2 -th rule in P (such as derived data, actions taken, state changes, or triggered events), i.e., it may be affected by that head part's evaluation.
Controlling rule (or rule part) dependency can take different forms in different rule languages: in Datalog, predicate symbol provide one (easy) means to partition the dependency space; in XSLT, modes can serve a similar purpose; in Xcerpt, the labels of root terms; etc. However, the realisation of the dependency relation is left to the rule language. We assume merely that it can be manipulated arbitrarily, though the module system never introduces cycles in the dependency relation if they do not already exist. Thus the rule language does not need to support recursive rules for the reduction semantics to be applicable, however, if present, recursive rules pose no challenge. We do, however, assume that the dependencies between modules are non-recursive.
Observe, that these rewritings may in fact affect the constants used in the program. However, constants are manipulated in such a way that, for each module, there is an isomorphism between the rewritten program and the original program. Assuming a generic [1] rule language, this renaming has no effect on the semantics of the program.
The module extension framework requires the ability to express an arbitrary (acyclic) dependency relation, however poses no restrictions on the shape of ∆ for a module-free program. Indeed, for any module-free rule program P the unrestricted relation with all pairs of head parts and body parts forms a perfectly acceptable ∆ relation on P.
We only require the ability to express acyclic dependency relations as the discussed module algebra does not allow cycles in the module composition for simplicity's sake.
Most rule languages that allow some form of rule chaining, e.g., datalog, SWRL, SQL, Xcerpt, R 2 G 2 , easily fulfill this requirement. However, it precludes rule languages such as CSS where all rules operate on the same input and no rule chaining is possible. Interestingly, though CSS already provides its own module concept, that module concept provides no information hiding, the central aim of our approach: Rules from all imported modules are merged into one sequence of rules and all applied to the input data, only precedence, not applicability, may be affected by the structuring in modules.
Reduction semantics. Why do we impose the requirement to express arbitrary dependency relations on a rule language to be amenable to our module framework? The rea-son is that we aim for a reduction semantics where all the additions introduced by the module framework are reduced to expressions of the original language. To achieve this we need a certain expressiveness which is ensured by this requirement.
Consider, for instance, the Module "CorporateStatistics" in Section 2. Let's focus only on old-vehicle and the three vehicle predicates from the three local branches. Using the semantics defined in the following section, we obtain a program containing also all rules from the included modules plus a dependency relation that enforces that only certain body parts of old-vehicle depend on the vehicle definition from each of the local branches. This dependency relation can be realized in datalog, e.g., by properly rewriting the predicate symbols through prefixing predicates from each of the qualified modules with a unique prefix.
Module system algebra
Remember, that the main aim of this work is to allow a rule program to be divided into conceptually independent collections (modules) of rules with well-defined interfaces between these collections.
For this purpose, we introduce in Section 4.1 a formal notion of a collection of rules, called "module", and its public interface, i.e., that subset of rules that constitutes the (public) interface of the module. Building on this definition, we introduce an algebra (consisting in a single operator) for composing modules in Section 4.2 together with a reduction semantics, i.e., a means of reducing programs containing such operators to module-free programs.
Operators by example. Before we turn to the formal definitions, let's again consider the EU-Rent use case from Section 2, focusing on the three modules "CorporateStatistics", "CorporatePolicies", and "ParisBranch".
We can define all the import parts of these modules using the module algebra introduced in the following. We use A × B for indicating that a module B is imported into module A and A inherits the public interface of B (cf. import public), A B to indicate private import (cf. import private), and A S B for scoped import (cf. import ... @) where S are pointers to all rule parts addressing a specific module. Note, that public and private import can actually be reduced to the scoped import if the language provides views.
Using these operators we can build formal module composition expressions corresponding to the surface syntax from Section 2 as follows: Thus, given a set of basic modules, each import statement is translated into a module algebra expression that creates a new module, viz. the semantics of the import statement. Unsurprisingly, parameterized modules lead to multiple "versions" of similar module composition expressions that only differ in instantiations of the parameters.
Defining Modules
We use module identifiers as means to refer to modules, e.g., when importing modules. Some means of resolving module identifiers to modules (stored, e.g., in files, in a database, or on the Web) is assumed, but not further detailed here.
Definition 2 (Module). A module M is a triple (R
where R is the set of all finite sequences over the set of permissible rules for a given rule language. We call R PRIV the private, R PUB the public rules of M, and ∆ the dependency relation for M. For the purpose of numbering rules, we consider R = R PRIV R PUB 7 the sequence of all rules in M.
We call a module's public rules its "interface": When importing this module, only these rules become accessible to the importing module in the sense that rule bodies in the importing module may depend also on the public rules of the imported module but not on its private rules. Though the module composition discussed in this section does not rely on any further information about a module, a module should be accompanied by additional information for its users: documentation about the purpose of the module, what to expect from the modules interface, what other modules it relies on, etc. Figure 2 shows an exemplary configuration of a program (which is just a module where R PUB is empty) together with two modules A and B. Where the program consists of a single sequence of (private) rules, the rules of each of the modules are partitioned into private and public rules. The allowed dependency relation ∆ is represented in the following way: All body parts in each of the areas , , and are depending on all head parts in the same area and no other head parts. No access or import of modules takes place, thus no inter-module dependencies exists in ∆ between rule parts from one of the modules with each other or with the (main) program.
Notice, that for the dependency within a module the partitioning in private and public plays no role whatsoever. Body parts in private rules may access head parts from public rules and vice versa.
Module Composition
Module composition operators allow the (principled, i.e., via their public interface) definition of inter-module dependencies. Our module algebra (in contrast to previous approaches) needs only a single fundamental module composition operator. Further operators can then be constructed from a combination of that fundamental operator and (standard database) views. However, we also discuss an immediate definition of these operators for languages where the view based approach is not applicable or desirable. 
Program
Scoped import. The fundamental module composition operator is called the scoped import operator. Its name stems from the fact that it allows to specify not only which module to import but also which of the rules of the importing module or program may be affected by that import and thus the scope of a module's import.
Informally, the scoped import of B in A uses two modules A and B and a set S of body parts from A that form the scope of the module import. It combines the rules from B with the rules from A and extends the dependency relation from all body parts in S to all public rules from B. No other dependencies between rules from A and B are established.
To illustrate this consider again the configuration from Figure 2 . Assume that we import (1) module A into B with a scope limited to body part 3 of rule R B2 and that (2) we import the result into the main program limiting the scope to body parts 2 and 3 of rule R P1 . Third, we import module A also directly into the main program with scope body part 1 of R P1 .
This can be compactly expressed by the following module composition expression:
As usual, such expressions are best read inside out: We import the result of importing A into B with scope {(2, 3)} into P with scope {(1, 2), (1, 3)} and then also import A with scope {(1, 1)}. The result of this expression is shown in Figure 3 .
Formally, we first introduce the concept of (module) scope.
Definition 3 (Scope). Let M = (R PRIV , R PUB , ∆ ) be a module (or program if R PUB is the empty sequence). Then a set of body parts from M is called a scope in M. More precisely, a scope S in M is a set of pairs from N 2 such that each pair identifies one rule and one body part within that rule.
For instance, the scope {(1, 2), (1, 3), (4, 2)} comprises for program P from Figure 2 the body parts 2 and 3 of rule 1 and the body part 2 of rule 4.
Second, we need a notation for adjusting a given dependency relation when adding rules. It turns out, a single operation (slide) suffices for our purposes: 
With this, a scoped import becomes a straightforward module composition:
be two modules and S a scope in M . Then
where
is the dependency relation of the importing module M with the public rules slided to the very end of the rule sequence of the new module (i.e., after the rules from M ),
is the dependency relation of the imported module M with all its rules slided between the private and the public rules of the importing module (they have to be "between" because they are part of the private rules of the new module), -∆ inter = {(r 1 , b, r 2 , h) : (r 1 , b) ∈ S ∧ ∃ a rule in R PRIV with index r 2 and head part h : r 2 > |R PRIV | + |R PRIV |} the inter-dependencies between rules from the importing and rules from the imported module. We simply allow each body part in the scope to depend on all the public rules of the imported module. This suffices for our purpose, but we could also choose a more precise dependency relation (e.g., by testing whether a body part can at all match with a head part).
Note, that the main difficulty in this definition is the slightly tedious management of the dependency relation when the sequence of rules changes. We, nevertheless, chose an explicit sequence notation for rule programs to emphasize that this approach is entirely capable of handling languages where the order of rules affects the semantics or evaluation and thus should be preserved.
Public and private import. Two more import operators suffice to make our module algebra sufficiently expressive to formalize the module system discussed in Section 2 as well as module systems for languages such as XQuery or Xcerpt.
In fact, if the language provides a (database) view concept, the single scoped import operator suffices as the two remaining ones can be defined using views on top of scoped imports. Before introducing these rewritings, we briefly introduce the public and private import operator. Formal definitions are omitted for conciseness reasons, but can be fairly straightforwardly derived from the definition for the scoped import.
All three operators hide information resulting from private rules in a module, however the public information is made accessible in different ways by each of the operators: The scoped import operator makes the information from the public interface of B accessible only to explicitly marked rules. The private and public import operators, in contrast, make all information from the public interface of B accessible to all rules of A. They differ only w.r.t. cascading module import, i.e., when a module A that imports another modules B is itself imported. In that case the public import operator (×) makes the public interface of B part of the public interface of A, whereas the private import operator ( ) keeps the import of B hidden. Figure 4 shows the effect of the private import operator on the configuration from Figure 2 using the module composition expression P (B A): Module B imports module A privately and the main program imports module B privately. In both cases, the immediate effect is the same: The body parts of B get access to the head parts in A's public rules and the body parts of the main program P get access to the head parts in B's public rules. The import of A into B is hidden entirely from the main program. This contrasts to the public import in the expression P × (B × A). There the main program's body parts also depend on the head parts in A's (and not only B's) public rules.
Operator Rewriting. As stated above, we can express both public and private import using additional views (i.e., deductive rule) plus a scoped import, if the rule language provides view.
The gist is the introduction of "bridging" rules that are dependent on no rule in the existing module but whose body parts are the scope of the import of M .
Note, that we use one rule for each public head part of the imported module. If the language provides for body parts that match any head part (e.g., by allowing higherorder variables or treating predicate symbols like constant symbols like in RDF), this can be reduced to a single additional rule. In both cases, however, the rewriting is linear in the size of the original modules.
For private import, an analogous corollary holds (where the "bridge" rules are placed into the private rules of the module and the dependency relation properly adapted).
Related Work
Despite the apparent lack of modules in many Web rule languages, module extensions for logic programming and other rule languages have been considered for a long time in research. We believe, that one of the reasons that they are still not part of the "standard repertoire" of a rule language lies in the complexity of many previous approaches.
For space reasons, we can only highlight a few selected approaches. First, in logic programming module extensions for Prolog and similar languages have fairly early been considered, cf., e.g., [4, 13, 6] . Miller [12] proposes a module extension for Prolog that includes parameterized modules similar in style to those as discussed in Section 2 and is the first to place a clear emphasis on strict (i.e., not to overcome) information hiding. In contrast to our approach, the proposed semantics requires an extension of standard logic programming (with implication in goals and rule bodies).
A reduction semantics, as used in this paper, is proposed in [10] , though extra logical run-time support predicates are provided to allow module handling at run-time. However, the approach lacks support for module parameters and a clear semantics (most notable in the distinction between import and merge operation).
The most comprehensive treatment of modules in logic programming is presented in [5] . The proposed algebra is reminiscent of prior approaches [3] for first-order logic modules in algebraic specification formalisms (such as [14] ). It shares a powerful expressiveness (far beyond our approach) and beautiful algebraic properties thanks to a full set of operators such as union, intersection, encapsulation, etc. The price, however, is that these approaches are far more complex. We believe, that a single well-designed union (or combination) operation together with a strong reliance on views as an established and well-understood mechanism in rule languages is not only easier to grasp but also easier to realize. E.g., intersection and renaming operations as proposed in [3] can be handled by our module algebra through a combination of scoped imports and views. More recently, modules have also been considered in the context of distributed evaluation [7] which is beyond the scope of our paper.
Conclusion
This work started with the ambition to abstract from relatively similar module systems realizable for different rule languages. In accordance with this ambition we defined a framework with clearly identifiable requirements put on rule languages to be usable in the framework. An important point to make, and a great advantage with such a framework, is that not only current rule language lacking constructs for modular design can be addressed, but also other rule languages which are yet to be designed and developed.
For the framework to be viable in practice, the concrete module implementation for a specific rule language falls back to the semantics and tools of the underlying rule language. Thus, the underlying tools can be used unmodified. Other techniques exist that take a similar 'reductive' approach to program manipulation, for example the composition framework Reuseware [9, 8] . Due to these similarities, it is possible to implement the rewriting mechanism assumed in the module framework using the approach and tools provided by the composition framework Reuseware. As such, the practical implementation needed for different rule languages to support modular development can rely on existing work.
We have already implemented module systems for several languages based on the ideas presented here, in particular for the logic programming-style query language Xcerpt, for a rule-based grammar language R2G2, and for a Datalog fragment as discussed here. In all cases, the presented module system proved expressive enough to yield a useful yet easy to use language extension with minimal implementation effort. Application of the framework to further languages are under work.
